Planning of Vehicle Routing with Backup Provisioning Using Wireless Sensor Technologies
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Abstract: Wireless sensor technologies can be used by intelligent transportation systems to provide innovative services that lead to improvements in road safety and congestion, increasing end-user satisfaction. In this article, we address vehicle routing with backup provisioning, where the possibility of reacting to overloading/overcrowding of vehicles at certain stops is considered. This is based on the availability of vehicle load information, which can be captured using wireless sensor technologies. After discussing the infrastructure and monitoring tool, the problem is mathematically formalized, and a heuristic algorithm using local search procedures is proposed. Results show that planning routes with backup provisioning can allow fast response to overcrowding while reducing costs. Therefore, sustainable urban mobility, with efficient use of resources, can be provided while increasing the quality of service perceived by users.
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1. Introduction

With today’s technologies, demographic changes leading people to larger cities and the permanent concern with our natural resources, such as energy, it is inevitable that we seek for ways to improve our cities. In fact, many governments are looking for ways to transform their cities into smart cities. The goal for most smart cities is to manage and probe their infrastructures and resources efficiently for environmental sustainability and better urbanization development, among others [1].

Sensors are a key issue in intelligent environments, and currently, we are faced with smaller, less expensive and low-power sensors, which can be deployed in many places. These sensors have limited processing power, storage and battery, low bandwidth and short range. However, the possibility of organizing these sensors into networks, along with the Internet, brought application opportunities like environment monitoring, battle field surveillance, etc. [1,2].

In the context of urban infrastructure improvements, the integration of sensors with planning/management/operation tools becomes essential. Planning tools based on merged information about human behavior are required to aid the allocation of resources (e.g., water, roads, transportation, sewage, among others). Management tools are used for coordination when planning for interventions (such as building and maintaining roads, cables and power lines). Operation can be executed depending on the demand and/or based on historical usage (e.g., power supply during Christmas holidays).

Transportation networks comprise another area where the just mentioned tools can be useful. Each day, we concern ourselves with being efficient with our resources and increasingly look for ways to improve productivity. One main concern is the time spent each day in transportation networks.
Its reduction is essential for citizens to be more productive, and decisions, necessary for efficiency improvement, mainly depend on the timely provision of information and monitoring tools. For this purpose, intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are now under strong research. These systems are endowed with communication capabilities for data transmission between vehicles (V2V) and between vehicles and roadside access points (V2R), also called road side units (RSUs), and are seen as key technologies for road safety improvement, congestion avoidance using optimal routing and scheduling and for the improvement of quality of service experienced by users (both drivers and customers) [3]. V2R communication can be used for data transfer between a mobile vehicle and a sink node, at the other side of the RSU, or to improve communication between mobile vehicles in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [4,5].

Transportation networks can be enhanced with sensor devices and can start providing smart vehicle routing solutions. In this article, we look into ways of improving transportation networks by planning vehicle routes that include the possibility of reacting to overloading/overcrowding of vehicles at critical stops. This vehicle routing with backup provisioning paradigm is based on the availability of vehicle load information, which can be captured using wireless sensor technologies, as illustrated in Figure 1. It is assumed that vehicles incorporate two passive infrared sensors (PIRs) at each entrance/exit, to sense movement and determine direction, and are able to send such information to a collector node that sends data to a monitoring platform. Such vehicle load information is used to plan routes in such a way that backup can be provided to critical stops, in the case of overcrowding. More specifically, the idea is that a vehicle finishing its journey in the neighborhood of an overcrowded stop could be instructed to pick up the remaining customers, of that overcrowded stop. This, however, requires routes to be planned having this goal in mind. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where two routes $r_1 = \{s_1,s_2,s_3,s_4\}$ and $r_2 = \{s_5,s_6,s_7,s_8,s_9,s_{10}\}$ are shown. Stop $s_8$ is considered a critical one that occasionally gets overcrowded, and therefore, routes have been planned so that there is a vehicle finishing its route near, being able to get quickly to $s_8$ and pick up more customers. That is, instead of finishing its course at stop $s_4$, the vehicle of route $r_1$ could pick up the remaining customers in $s_8$, performing the $\{s_8,s_9,s_{10}\}$ portion of $r_2$. Time for backup to arrive should not exceed a certain time threshold. For clarity:

- Critical stops are stops where there is a high probability of overcrowding occurrences. Based on the load information collected and stored at the monitoring platform, a manager may classify a stop as critical or not. Such an evaluation may change after some months. That is, planned routes remain unchanged for a long period until the manager decides to re-plan them, which should happen if stops considered to be critical have changed.
- Backup is provided only if necessary. That is, the fact that vehicle loads change along the day is naturally addressed since backup is activated only in the case of overcrowding. Otherwise, backup is not provided.
- Schedules are not included in route planning because the problem would become too complex to solve, requiring much extra information (e.g., number of vehicles, drivers and their availability, company serving period, etc.). However, schedules can be easily applied after route planning. The only requirement is that the expected time of arrival of vehicle $v_1$, to its final destination, must be approximately equal to the arrival of vehicle $v_2$, to the critical stop, for $v_1$ to be able to provide backup to $v_2$ (multiple similar schedules throughout the day can be defined). If $v_2$ is overcrowded, $v_1$ can go to the critical station because it has finished its route. If no overcrowding is detected, then backup is not required, although routes were prepared for that purpose.

This vehicle routing with backup provisioning paradigm allows sustainable urban mobility with efficient use of resources, since an agile and adaptable fleet with not so large fleet elements and fewer schedules per day can be adopted, while improving the quality of service experienced by users. This is a new paradigm in transportation networks and has been recently proposed by us in [6]. Here, we extend such work as follows: (i) a mathematical formalization of the vehicle routing with the backup
provisioning problem is provided; this allows for a better understanding of the problem, giving us clues on how to improve the heuristic approach; (ii) local search procedures are proposed to improve the performance of the heuristic discussed in [6], which uses a greedy strategy when searching for the best solution, possibly getting local optimal solutions (local search procedures intend to overcome this issue); (iii) a monitoring tool, to which data collected from vehicles is forwarded, is presented together with the infrastructure for data collection; this monitoring tool allows relevant data for route computation to be available while serving as a visualization platform.

Figure 1. Vehicle to roadside access point example.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art on vehicle route planning and wireless sensor applications. Section 3 discusses the assumed wireless sensor infrastructure and monitoring tool. The problem is discussed in Section 4, and a mathematical formalization is presented. The heuristic algorithm and local search procedures are then presented in Section 5. The results are discussed in Sections 6 and 7, that latter of which finishes the article with some conclusions.

2. State of the Art

Over the last 50 years, the efficient transportation of goods/persons has been studied, and many papers have been written on variants of these optimization problems. The most well known are the vehicle routing problem (VRP) and the dial-a-ride problem (DARP). In the classical VRP, the concern is to find a set of optimal routes for a fleet of vehicles, based at the depot, to satisfy the
demand of geographically-dispersed customers at the minimum total traveling cost, while satisfying vehicle capacities. Many variants of the stated problem exist: time windows, pick up and delivery customers, different vehicles, multiple depots, and so on [7]. In DARP, the goal is to design vehicle routes and schedules for users specifying pick-up and drop-off requests between origins and destinations. A set of minimum cost vehicle routes, capable of accommodating as many users as possible under a set of constraints, will be the output [8].

More recently, a variant of the classical VRP, called the open vehicle routing problem (OVRP), attracted the attention of practitioners and researchers. In this case, vehicles are not required to return to the depot after serving the last customer on a route [9]. This usually arises in real-world problems, like the planning of train services or bus routes (see [10]), or when industries do not own a vehicle fleet or their private fleet is inadequate to fully satisfy customer demand, and distribution services (or part of them) are either entrusted to external contractors or assigned to a hired vehicle fleet. In these cases, vehicles are not required to return to the central depot after their deliveries have been satisfied. The main difference between VRP and OVRP is that in VRP, the routes are Hamiltonian cycles, and in the OVRP, the routes are Hamiltonian paths originated at the depot and ending at one of the customers, so the shortest Hamiltonian path problem with a fixed source node has to be solved for each vehicle in the OVRP. The traveling salesperson problem, known to be NP-hard, consists of finding the Hamiltonian cycle with the lowest cost. This, together with the fact that the Hamiltonian cycle problem (HCP) is NP-hard and can be reduced to the Hamiltonian path problem (HPP) [11], allows us to conclude that the shortest HPP is NP-hard. Consequently, the OVRP is also an NP-hard problem, justifying the development of heuristics and meta-heuristics (see [12], where a new swarm intelligence approach is proposed). The vehicle routing with backup provisioning, under discussion here, can be seen as a variant of the OVRP applied to the transportation of persons, considering multiple depots and having the possibility of backup provision to certain critical stops. Therefore, the vehicle routing with backup provisioning is NP-hard.

Wireless sensors have been used for monitoring and tracking in several areas. With regard to their use in smart cities, these can be used to improve traffic control in large cities [13,14], collect information of passenger volume [15], provide optimal routes in real time [16], to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [17], in rescue scenarios after a disaster [18] and even to aid the blind [19]. In [15], the system used for data gathering is discussed, but no further planning using such information is done. Our work on vehicle routing with backup provisioning goes further and uses the gathered data for vehicle route planning. The problem addressed in [16] is different from ours and can be considered more like a dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP), which has a wide range of real-world applications, as stated in [20]. In DVRP, real-time communication between vehicles and planners is required, and adjustments of the optimized routes can be performed during the execution process. This kind of problem, however, is not adequate when stops must be previously defined, which is the case that we are studying. The problem addressed in [17] falls into the category of green vehicle routing problems (GVRP), and the objective is to find routes while minimizing GHG emissions. In rescue scenarios, considered in [18], the demand-related information is quite limited in the initial rescue period and is intuitively unpredictable using historical data, and the emergency resources may be insufficient. The problems addressed in [17,18] are, therefore, different from the one considered in this article.

Fleet management applications also exist. In [21], for example, a fleet management system (FMS), using Global System for Mobile (GSM) and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) was discussed, with the advantage of Global Positioning System (GPS) to track in real time the company fleet. A radio frequency identification (RFID) was one of the techniques used in [22,23] to identify the fleet along with the geographical information system (GIS). Note that our work on vehicle routing with backup provisioning does not require real-time tracking of vehicles since these communicate with the station when stopped.
3. Wireless Sensor Infrastructure and Data Collection

3.1. The Infrastructure

The infrastructure inside vehicles includes a dual PIR implementation at each entrance/exit of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 3. Although a single PIR could be used to count movements, two PIRs are required to avoid counting a person multiple times in situations like walking back or staying in a queue. The role of each PIR is detailed below.

![Figure 3. Sensor application in a bus. PIRs, passive infrared sensors.](image)

The iSense Security Module is used to capture data inside a vehicle while the Coalesenses Gateway Module is used to forward data to the monitoring tool through the collector node at the station, as shown in Figure 1. That is, a gateway exists per vehicle. The protocol stack implemented at the devices was the IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN), allowing for an easier integration of nodes into the Internet and similar management to standard IP-based networks. The gateway is configured to assign IPv6 addresses to all sensor/PIR nodes, and once the nodes receive an IPv6 address, they automatically store the IPv6 address of the gateway allowing them to send their data to the gateway. In order not to assign IP addresses to nodes of nearby vehicles, the IP assignment takes MAC addresses (of nodes inside the same vehicle as the gateway) into consideration. That is, the assignment of IP addresses, done by the gateway, should be restricted to the nodes inside the same vehicle. The area of action of the PIRs was reduced to a narrow beam, more specifically from the default 110° to 20–30°. This implementation was tested in a single vehicle on our campus, with success. The advantages of the backup provisioning approach need to be verified before installing the equipment in multiple vehicles.

The finite state machine (FSM) diagram of each PIR node is shown in Figure 4. The diagram is the same for both nodes at the entrance or exit. While in the “wait for event” state, node \(i\) might sense movement of people, and in this case, a packet is sent to its neighbor \(j\). After sending this packet the node waits for a confirmation from node \(j\). When such confirmation arrives, \(i \rightarrow j\) movement information is sent to a collector node for storage, and the node enters the “wait for event” state again. When waiting for confirmation, another detection may occur, and in this case, no action is taken to avoid counting the same person many times. If timeout occurs, meaning that the person probably walked back, also no action is taken, and the node enters the “wait for event” state. While in the “wait for event” state, a node \(i\) might receive a packet from its neighbor \(j\) (meaning that it has detected movement) asking for a confirmation. Node \(i\) remains waiting because a movement must be sensed by \(i\) for a packet to be sent to \(j\), which will serve as confirmation to \(j\). Upon receiving such a packet, its neighbor (which is in “wait for confirmation” state) will send a \(j \rightarrow i\) movement for storage in the gateway. WiFi communication is used for the gateway to communicate with the collector node.

Regarding the data sent by a PIR node to the gateway inside the bus, they include: (i) PIR identification; (ii) counting. The gateway inside the bus sends the data final results to the collector node at the station only once. This includes: (i) vehicle identification; (ii) total counting.
3.2. The Monitoring Tool

The monitoring tool displayed in Figure 5 is intended to enable the construction/visualization of routes and is connected to a database storing a pool of stations and a set of routes. That is, the monitoring tool allows a pool of stations, each station associated with a company and transportation type, and a set of routes to be stored and visualized (see Figures 6 and 7). Regarding routes, these can be manually inserted by the user or can be the result of heuristic algorithm execution, which is discussed in the following sections. That is, the heuristic algorithm, responsible for finding the vehicle routes with backup provisioning, is to be applied offline by the manager only when he/she wishes to recompute routes (e.g., certain stops with no backup became critical after some months, now requiring backup). The output of the algorithm is used to update the database.
In summary, for the heuristic algorithm to be able to determine the routes with backup provisioning, a pool of stations and a set of unfinished routes must be supplied. Only mandatory stops must be supplied for each route (i.e., starting stop plus any stop forced to be included in the route; the starting stop may be inserted twice if returning back is a requirement). If routes stored at the database include other stations, besides mandatory, such information will not be taken into consideration as this may be the result from a previous algorithm execution or routes have been entered manually. That is, the goal is to recompute routes, and only mandatory stops are considered as input to the heuristic that will populate routes with extra stations from the pool. The monitoring tool allows for the obtained routes to be visualized and changed, if necessary, and is expected to be connected to an infrastructure management tool in the future.
4. Problem Statement

4.1. Notation and Definitions

In the definitions discussed next, $\mathcal{R}$ is a given set of routes that must be planned, each route initially having just the source and one or more extra mandatory stops, and $\mathcal{S}$ is a given set of stops/locations that must be incorporated into the routes for stops to be visited. A set of critical stops requiring backup, in the case of overcrowding, is given by $\mathcal{B} \subset \mathcal{S}$.

**Definition 1 (Route).** A route $r \in \mathcal{R}$ can be seen as a path that initially has a set of mandatory stops, $M_r \subset \mathcal{S}$. There are at least two mandatory stops: the source or starting point, $\text{src}(r)$, and another location that might end up being the final destination or not. During route construction, other stops will be inserted into these routes. The final destination $\text{dst}(r)$ can be any stop, mandatory or not.

**Definition 2 (Mandatory stop).** A mandatory stop $s \in M_r$ is a location point that must be visited by the vehicle of route $r \in \mathcal{R}$. A mandatory stop $s$ has time window info $i(s) = \{s', \Delta(s', s)\}$ associated with it, which includes the previous mandatory stop $s' \in M_r$, in the route under consideration, and the maximum allowed time from $s'$ to $s$. The extra stops to be inserted in a route, during route construction, cannot violate the time window of mandatory stops.

The $i(s) = \{s', \Delta(s', s)\}$ pair for a mandatory stop $s$ basically expresses the following: “if the departure from $s'$ is done at time $\Delta(s')$, or after, the arrival at $s$ must be no later than $\Delta(s') + \Delta(s', s)$”.

The addition of mandatory stops, with a reference to a previous stop and time window, allows round trips or trips with specific connection points to be planned.

**Definition 3 (Stop).** Any stop $s \in \mathcal{S}$, mandatory or not, is a location point that must be visited by at least one route. A pair of stops $(s_i, s_j)$ has a cost $t(s_i, s_j)$ associated with it that is basically the estimated time when going from $s_i$ directly to $s_j$.

**Definition 4 (Critical stop).** A stop $s$ is considered a critical stop, $s \in \mathcal{B}$, if the probability of becoming too crowded is high. Routes should be planned so that a backup vehicle can be sent to a critical stop, for more customers to be collected, whenever the vehicle at stop $s$ gets full.

**Definition 5 (Backup).** A backup for a critical stop $s \in \mathcal{B}$ can be supplied by any vehicle that reaches its destination stop, at some place near, and is able to get to $s$ before a specified time threshold $T_s$. That is, the backup for $s$, denoted by $b(s)$, will be a route, $b(s) \in \mathcal{R}$, whose vehicle will have to make an extra traversal from its destination stop, $\text{dst}(b(s))$, to $s$ in less than $T_s$, the maximum allowed time for backup to arrive at $s$.

Note that every stop must be visited at least once. A stop may be visited more than once because routes will be built taking backup for critical stops into consideration. That is, it might be necessary to pass through a stop already incorporated in another route in order to ensure backup. However, this is expected to be better than increasing the scheduling and number of vehicles/drivers. A minimum number of stops per route is not imposed since it is assumed that the set of routes to be planned is adequate for the fleet and region covered. Routes with few stops can always be eliminated from the final solution.

4.2. Problem Definition

Having the previous notation and definitions in mind, our route planning problem can be defined as follows. This problem is called here vehicle routing with backup provisioning (VRwBP).

**Definition 6 (VRwBP).** Given a set of routes $\mathcal{R}$, each route $r \in \mathcal{R}$ with a reference to a set of mandatory stops $M_r$ with time constraints, a set of stops $\mathcal{S}$ that need to be visited and a set of critical stops $\mathcal{B} \subset \mathcal{S}$
requiring backup, inserts stops into routes while ensuring that the total travel time is the lowest possible. Time constraints cannot be violated, and backup, in less than a time threshold $T_s$, must be ensured for every $s \in B$.

Please note that routes are to be planned without taking into consideration schedule assignment. After determining the routes, these can be adopted many times a day according to the needs, and, therefore, further schedule/fleet/drivers planning is required. These issues are determinant for the availability of a backup vehicle when overcrowding is detected, as previously stated.

4.3. Problem Mathematical Formalization

We proceed now with the mathematical formalization of the VRwBP problem. This formalization allows us to fully understand the problem, so that adequate local search procedures can be inserted into the heuristic algorithm. Due to the high complexity of the problem, optimal solutions from this formalization cannot be obtained when there is a reasonable number of stops and routes.

In the following formalization, it is assumed that $t(s_i, s_j) = \infty$ if $s_i = s_j$. The variables required are:

- $\xi_{rs} s_i$ One if route $r \in R$ selects stop $s_i \in S$ to become its final destination, $dst(r)$, zero otherwise.
- $\upsilon_{rs} s_i, s_j$ One if route $r \in R$ includes going directly from stop $s_i \in S$ to $s_j \in S$, zero otherwise.
- $\kappa_{rs} s_i$ When ensuring that the time window associated with mandatory stop $s_i$, with time window info $\Delta(s', s)$, of route $r$ is not violated, this will be the time value at $s_i \in S$. Note that to control if a time window is not violated, $\Delta(s', s)$ is first stored in $\kappa_{rs} s_i$, will be decreased at nodes traversed and cannot be negative when reaching destination $s$.

- Objective function:

$$\text{Minimize } \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{s_i \in S} \sum_{s_j \in S} t(s_i, s_j) \times \upsilon_{rs} s_i, s_j$$ (1)

This avoids unnecessary long routes and minimizes the number of extra visits to stops.

- Building routes:

$$\sum_{s_j \in S \setminus \{src(r)\}} \upsilon_{rs} s_i, s_j = 1, \forall r \in R, s_i = src(r)$$ (2)

$$\sum_{s_j \in S \setminus \{src(r)\}} \upsilon_{rs} s_i, s_j - \sum_{s_j \in S \setminus \{src(r)\}} \upsilon_{rs} s_j, s_i = -\xi_{rs} s_i, \forall r \in R, \forall s_i \in S \setminus \{src(r)\}$$ (3)

$$\sum_{s \in S} \xi_{rs} s = 1, \forall r \in R$$ (4)

The constraints in (2) force routes to emanate from the source $src(r)$; the constraints in (3) impose the flow conservation law to routes; and the constraints in (4) force the existence of a final destination stop at each route.

- Mandatory stops:

$$\sum_{s_j \in S \setminus \{src(r)\}} \upsilon_{rs} s_i, s_j + \sum_{s_j \in S \setminus \{src(r)\}} \upsilon_{rs} s_j, s_i \geq 1, \forall r \in R, \forall s_i \in M'$$ (5)

Constraints (5) force the vehicle of a route $r$ to arrive/depart at/from every mandatory stop of that route.
– Ensuring backup:

\[
\min_{r \in R} \{ \sum_{s_j \in S} \xi^r_{s_j} \times t(s_j, s_i) \} \leq T_{s_i}, \forall s_i \in B
\]  

(6)

where \( T_{s_i} \) is a threshold for the maximum allowed time for backup to arrive to \( s_i \). Constraints (6) may be expanded to a set of linear expressions.

– Visited times:

\[
\sum_{r \in R} \sum_{s_j \in S : t(s_i, s_j) \neq \infty} \nu^r_{s_i, s_j} + \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{s_j \in S : t(s_j, s_i) \neq \infty} \nu^r_{s_j, s_i} \geq 1, \forall s_i \in S
\]  

(7)

Constraints (7) state that every stop must be visited at least once.

– Time windows of mandatory stops:

\[
\kappa^r_{s_i} = \Delta(s', s), \forall r \in R, \forall s \in M^r \land s \neq \text{src}(r), \{ s', \Delta(s', s) \} \land s' \in M^r
\]  

(8)

\[
\kappa^r_{s_i} - t(s_i, s_j) + K \times (1 - v^r_{s_j, s_i}) \geq \kappa^r_{s_j}, \forall r \in R, \forall s \in M^r, \forall s_i, s_j \in S
\]  

(9)

\[
\kappa^r_{s_i} \geq 0, \forall r \in R, \forall s \in M^r
\]  

(10)

where \( K \) is a big time constant. These constraints ensure that the time windows associated with mandatory stops, i.e., the maximum allowed time from the previous mandatory stop, are not violated. For this purpose, considering a route \( r \) and mandatory stop \( s \) with time window \( \{ s', \Delta(s', s) \} \), the stop \( s' \) is assumed to have a \( \Delta(s', s) \) time in it that will vanish as the route is traversed toward \( s \). This is what Constraints (8)–(9) do. At the mandatory stop, such time must be non-negative (Expression (10)).

– Non-negative assignments:

\[
\kappa^r_{s_i}, \nu^r_{s_i, s_j}, \xi^r_{s_i} \in \{0, 1\}.
\]  

(11)

As previously said, this problem can be seen as a variant of the OVRP applied to the transportation of persons, considering multiple depots and having the possibility of backup provisioning to certain stops considered to be critical. Therefore, our problem is also NP-hard. For this reason, the development of an efficient heuristic approach is needful.

5. Heuristic Approach

The heuristic approach discussed in this section has three main steps:

- Building route framework: Here, the concern is to build the basis framework for route construction, where all stops are visited only once while not violating time window constraints.
- Extension for backup inclusion: After the basis framework, routes are extended for backup provisioning to be ensured.
- Applying local search procedures: Inter- and intra-route exchanges of non-mandatory stops are applied for the improvement of the solution.

The first two steps of this heuristic algorithm use a greedy strategy, and therefore, local optimal solutions can be obtained. The third step uses local search procedures to overcome this issue and improve the quality of the solutions initially obtained.
5.1. Building Route Framework

To evaluate the possibility of inserting stops in specific routes, neighborhood information around stops is built. Neighborhood information is associated with consecutive pairs of mandatory stops, to evaluate the possibility of inserting a stop between them. Therefore, the following variables are required when building the route framework:

\[ \eta_{(s_i,s_j)} \] Neighborhood for the pair of consecutive mandatory stops \( s_i \) and \( s_j \) of route \( r \in R \). Used to evaluate the possibility of inserting a stop between \( s_i \) and \( s_j \).

\[ \omega_{(s_i,s_j)} \] Cost of inserting a specific stop between the pair of stops \( s_i \) and \( s_j \) of route \( r \in R \). Used when building neighborhoods.

\( \theta \) Specific subset of all of the neighborhoods.

Each neighborhood element in \( \eta_{(s_i,s_j)} \) is a \( (s_k, \varphi) \) pair, where \( s_k \) is a potential extra stop and \( \varphi \) the time margin left if \( s_k \) is inserted. The output will be:

\[ L_r \] List of stops for each route \( r \in R \).

\[ dst(r) \] Destination stop for each route \( r \in R \).

Building the route framework includes inserting mandatory stops first and then non-mandatory. These two sub-steps are discussed next.

5.1.1. Inserting Mandatory Stops

Remember that a mandatory stop \( s \), of a route \( r \in R \), has info \( i(s) = \{s', \Delta(s',s)\} \) referring to its previous mandatory node on the route, \( s' \), and maximum allowed time from \( s' \) to \( s \), \( \Delta(s',s) \). The insertion of mandatory stops is done as shown in Algorithm 1.

\begin{algorithm}
1 for each \( r \in R \) do
2  /*list of stops for route \( r \) starts with source*/;
3  \( L' = \{src(r)\} \);
4  /*stop \( s \) will be the one with \( src(r) \) as its previous node*/;
5  \( s' = src(r) \);
6  \( s = \{s \in M^r : i(s) = \{s', \Delta(s',s)\}\} \);
7  repeat
8    /*insert mandatory stop \( s \) in list*/;
9    \( L' \leftarrow s \);
10   /*update margin left*/;
11   \( \Delta(s',s) = \Delta(s',s) - t(s',s) \);
12   /*determine next \( s' \) and \( s \) pair*/;
13   \( s' = s \);
14   \( s = \{s \in M^r : i(s) = \{s', \Delta(s',s)\}\} \);
15  until \( s == NULL \);
16  /*destination is the last stop inserted*/;
17  \( dst(r) = s' \);
18 end
\end{algorithm}

Note that the initially given \( \Delta(s',s) \), included in mandatory stop info \( i(s) = \{s', \Delta(s',s)\} \), will change when stops are permanently inserted into routes. In the procedure just discussed, \( t(s',s) \) is subtracted from \( \Delta(s',s) \) when mandatory stop \( s \) is inserted after \( s' \), so that it stores the time margin left for further insertion of stops. Figure 8 illustrates this info update considering that two routes are starting to be built, the first one having mandatory stops \( s_1 \) and \( s_4 \) and the second one having
mandatory stops $s_5$, $s_8$ and $s_9$. The remaining stops, not shown in the figure, would be inserted in the
routes by the next steps of the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REQUIRED INFO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory stops of first route: $s_1, s_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory stops of second route: $s_5, s_8, s_9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t(s_1, s_4) = 14, \text{mn}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t(s_5, s_8) = 12, \text{mn}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t(s_8, s_9) = 8, \text{mn}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8.** Algorithm illustration: inserting mandatory stops.

5.1.2. Inserting Non-Mandatory Stops

Here, the neighborhoods are built first, and then, non-mandatory stops are inserted based on this
information. At the end of this procedure, the stops not inserted in any route will be attached at the
end of routes.

- Neighborhood formation: Neighborhood info is built for each pair of consecutive mandatory stops. The procedure used to build neighborhoods is shown in Algorithm 2.

```
Algorithm 2: Procedure for neighborhood formation.
1 /* neighborhoods start empty */;
2 for each $r \in R$ do
3     for each pair of consecutive mandatory stops $(s'_j, s_j) \in L^r$ do
4         $\eta^r(s'_j, s_j) = \{\}$;
5     end
6 /* fill neighborhood info */;
7 for each $r \in R$ do
8     for each pair of consecutive mandatory stops $(s'_j, s_j) \in L^r$ do
9         for each $s_k \in \{S - \bigcup_{r \in R} M^r\}$ do
10            /* cost of inserting $s_k$ between $s'_j$ and $s_j$ */;
11            $\omega^r(s'_j, s_j) = t(s'_j, s_k) + t(s_k, s_j) - t(s'_j, s_j)$;
12            if $\omega^r(s'_j, s_j) < \Delta(s'_j, s_j)$ then
13                /* time margin */;
14                $\varphi = \Delta(s'_j, s_j) - \omega^r(s'_j, s_j)$;
15                /* neighborhood increases */;
16                $\eta^r(s'_j, s_j) \leftarrow \{(s_k, \varphi)\}$;
17            end
18         end
19     end
20 end
```
A non-mandatory stop \( s_k \) is inserted in the neighborhood of a pair of mandatory stops, \( s_j' \) and \( s_j \), whenever the cost of insertion, extra route time, is lower than the time margin at \( \Delta(s_j', s_j) \). In this case, a neighborhood element \( (s_k, q) \), with stop and time margin left, will be inserted into the neighborhood.

- Insertion of stops using neighborhood info: The stops in less neighborhoods will be processed first. A specific stop will be inserted in the neighborhood leaving the largest time margin. The procedure used to insert stops using neighborhood info is shown in Algorithm 3.

```
Algorithm 3: Procedure for the insertion of stops using neighborhood info.

1 for each \( s_k \in \{ S - \bigcup_{r \in R} M' \} \) in ascending order of \( \theta = \{ (s, q) \in \bigcup_{r \in R, j \in M'} \eta_r^j \} : s = s_k \} \) size
2 do
3  /*extract place where \( s_k \) must be inserted*/;
4  \{\( r, (s_i, s_j) \}\} = \{ r, (s_i, s_j) : (s_k, q) \in \eta_r^{s_i} \land (s_k, q) = \argmax_{(s_i, q') \in \theta} \{ q' \}, \forall r \in R, (s_i, s_j) \in L' \};
5  /*cost of inserting \( s_k \) between \( s_i \) and \( s_j \)*/;
6  \( \omega_r^{s_i, s_j} = t(s_i, s_k) + t(s_k, s_j) - t(s_i, s_j) \);
7  if \( \omega_r^{s_i, s_j} < \Delta(s_j', s_j) \) then
8  /*insert \( s_k \) into route \( r \) between stops \( s_i \) and \( s_j \)*/;
9  InsertInBetween(L', (s_i, s_j), s_k);
10  /*update time margin*/;
11  \( \Delta(s_j', s_j) = \Delta(s_j', s_j) - \omega_r^{s_i, s_j} \);
12 end
13 end
```

In Line 1, the \( \theta \) will have the set of neighborhood elements containing \( s_k \), and therefore, the stops in less neighborhoods will be processed first. In Line 3 the pair of consecutive stops in \( L' \) where \( s_k \) should be inserted, the one leaving the largest margin, is chosen. If insertion is possible (the time window of next mandatory stop is not violated), the stop \( s_k \) is inserted in \( L' \), and the time window of the mandatory stop is updated.

- Remaining stops: Stops not inserted at previous steps will be inserted at the end of current routes. The procedure used to insert the remaining stops is shown in Algorithm 4.

```
Algorithm 4: Procedure for the insertion of the remaining stops.

1 for each \( s_k \in S \land s_k \notin L' \) do
2  /*select route whose destination is the nearest to \( s_k \)*/;
3  \( r = \argmin_{r \in R} \{ t(dst(r), s_k) \} \);
4  /*insert stop*/;
5  \( L' \leftarrow s_k \);
6  /*destination is last stop inserted*/;
7  dst(r) = s_k;
8 end
```

5.2. Extension for Backup Inclusion

When extending routes for backup provisioning, the following variables are required:

- \( \delta \): Time it takes for backup to arrive at \( s \in B \).
- \( \vartheta \): List of stops resulting from a shortest path calculation.
The output will be:

- $b(s)$: Backup for stop $s \in B$.
- $L'$: Final list of stops for every route $r \in R$, after extending.
- $dst(r)$: Final destinations for every route $r \in R$, after extending.

The procedure in Algorithm 5 is used to extend the route framework in order to incorporate backup provisioning.

Algorithm 5: Procedure to extend the route framework and incorporate backup provisioning.

```plaintext
for each $s \in B$ do
  /* initially, the backup is empty, and the time for backup arrival is a big value */
  $b(s) = \text{NULL}$;
  $\delta = \infty$;
  for each $r \in R$ do
    if $t(dst(r), s) \leq \delta$ then
      /* route providing backup and time for backup to arrival are updated */
      $\delta = t(dst(r), s)$;
      $b(s) = r$;
    end
  end
  if $t(dst(b(s)), s) > T_s$ then
    /* in next step do not consider direct links with cost/time higher than $T_s$ */
    $\theta = \text{ShortestPath}\left(\text{source} = dst(b(s)), \text{destination} = s\right)$;
    while $(dst(b(s)), s) > T_s$ do
      $dst(b(s)) = \text{RemoveHead}(\theta)$;
      $L^{b(s)} \leftarrow dst(b(s))$;
    end
  end
end
```

The $T_s$ value is the maximum allowed time for backup to arrive at $s$, as mentioned in Section 4.1. Lines 5–12 determine the best route to provide backup to a critical stop. If the time from the destination of such a route is still higher than threshold $T_s$, then the route is extended (Lines 14–18) until the threshold is accomplished.

5.3. Applying Local Search Procedures

After the routes have been constructed, the following local search procedures are executed. These include intra- and inter-route relocations and exchanges as proposed in [24], but these were adapted to our VRwBP-specific problem.

5.3.1. Intra-Route Relocation

A stop may change its position inside its route. This is illustrated in Figure 9, where route $r$ has changed from $r = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5, s_6\}$ to $r = \{s_1, s_2, s_4, s_5, s_3, s_6\}$ due to the move of stop $s_3$. The criteria to select the stop to be moved at each route were the following. Considering a specific route $r \in R$, the non-mandatory stop $s$ with the longest distance from its predecessor and successor is picked (stop with high potential for distance reduction). If a better feasible solution is obtained by moving this stop to another place, then removal and relocation occurs. The new place should be the one with the shortest distance from $s$ to the new predecessor and successor stops.
5.3.2. Intra-Route Exchange

A stop may switch its position with another stop, both in the same route. This is illustrated in Figure 9, where route \( r \) has changed from \( r = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5, s_6, s_7\} \) to \( r = \{s_1, s_6, s_4, s_5, s_3, s_7\} \) because stops \( s_3 \) and \( s_6 \) have switched their position on the route. The criteria to select the stops to be switched was the following. Considering a specific route \( r \in \mathcal{R} \), two non-mandatory stop \( s_i \) and \( s_j \), not between the same pair of mandatory stops, with the shortest distance between them are picked (closer stops are more prone to be shuffled when routes are being built). If a better feasible solution is obtained by switching these stops, then removal and relocation occurs.

5.3.3. Inter-Route Relocation

A stop may be moved to another route. This is illustrated in Figure 9 where routes \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) changed from \( r_1 = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, \ldots\} \) and \( r_2 = \{s_6, s_5, \ldots\} \) to \( r_1 = \{s_1, s_2, s_4, \ldots\} \) and \( r_2 = \{s_6, s_3, s_5, \ldots\} \) due to the move of stop \( s_3 \) from \( r_1 \) to \( r_2 \). The criteria to select the stop to be moved was the following. Considering a specific route \( r \in \mathcal{R} \), the non-mandatory stop \( s \) with the longest distance from its predecessor and successor is picked (stop with high potential for distance reduction). If a better feasible solution is obtained by moving this stop to another route, then removal and relocation occurs. The new route and place should be the one with the shortest distance from \( s \) to the new predecessor and successor stops.
5.3.4. Inter-Route Cross-Exchange

Two sets of consecutive stops of two different routes may be switched. This is illustrated in Figure 9 where routes $r_1$ and $r_2$ changed from $r_1 = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, ..., s_j, s_{k+1}, ...\}$ to $r_1 = \{s_1, s_2, s_4, ..., s_i, s_{k+1}, ...\}$ and $r_2 = \{s_5, s_6, ..., s_j, s_{k+1}, ...\}$ because the consecutive stops $s_3, ..., s_i$ and $s_4, ..., s_j$ have switched their position. The criteria to select the stops to be switched was the following. Two stops $s_i$ and $s_j$ with the shortest distance between them, and belonging to different routes, are initially picked (closer stops are more prone to be shuffled when routes are being built). Stop $s_i$ will be part of set $\mathcal{X}$, while stop $s_j$ will be part of set $\mathcal{Y}$. Then, sets $\mathcal{X}$ and $\mathcal{Y}$ are extended, by including a consecutive nearby stop, while a better feasible solution is obtained if sets were switched. The consecutive nearby stop should be the one that minimizes the total distance from all stops of one set to all stops of the other set.

These local search procedures are repeatedly applied while the feasible solution is improved.

6. Performance Analysis

In this section, the results obtained by the proposed heuristic algorithm are analyzed. Since the instance sets available in the literature to evaluate vehicle routing problems cannot be directly applied to our VRwBP problem, the instance sets commonly used to evaluate the multi-depot vehicle routing problem (MDVRP) heuristics have been adopted while making some assumptions. The following analysis includes only the results for the 50 node instances available in [25]. Both instance sets and best known results for the MDVRP are available in [25]. Information on how instance sets were generated is also provided. Please note that these are instance sets that are widely accepted by the research community, allowing not only multiple scenarios to be evaluated (results become more conclusive), but also a future comparison between algorithms if researchers propose other heuristic algorithms.

6.1. Assumptions

The MDVRP instances include information about the number of depots available, the maximum number of vehicles available per depot and nodes/stops to be visited. For each stop, its coordinates, service time and demand are given. The P instances have zero for the service time, while PR instances have non-zero service times (types of instances and their format can be found in [25]). For the VRwBP problem under analysis, the following assumptions must be applied to each instance:

- To define the total number of routes in $\mathcal{R}$, the solutions provided by the best known heuristic results were used. In such solutions, if $m$ vehicles leave a specific depot, then $m$ routes starting at that depot will be included in $\mathcal{R}$. This choice is based on the fact that such best known solutions provide good upper bounds on the number of routes required to cover all stops. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider all vehicles available per depot (info provided by MDVRP instances).
- Considering a specific depot $s_i$ and the $m$ routes starting at $s_i$, determined as stated previously, the mandatory stops of these routes will include $s_i$ and the $m$ stops farther away from $s_i$, one for each route. That is, each route has two mandatory stops, the depot and one of the $m$ stops.
- Due to the way mandatory stops have been defined, a reasonable time window for a mandatory stop $s$ at route $r$ will be:

$$\Delta(s', s) = \frac{\text{duration}(r) - \frac{\sum_{s \in S(r)} \text{service}(s)}{|R|}}{2}$$

where $\text{duration}(r)$ is the total duration of route $r$, provided by the best known results, and $\text{service}(s_k)$ is the service time at stop $s_k$. That is, the average total service time per route is removed from the total duration of the route, since service time is not relevant for our VRwBP problem. This result must be divided by two because the total duration of routes includes...
returning to the depot, and this must not be considered when defining the time windows of mandatory stops.

- Critical stops are the ones having more demand. More specifically, tests were done with \( B \) including a single critical stop (the one with highest demand value), two critical stops, and so on, until a maximum of \(|\mathcal{R}|\) critical stops, assuming that no two stops belong to the same route of the best known results.

- The threshold of a critical node \( s_j \), denoted by \( T_{s_j} \), will be a percentage of \( s_j \)'s route duration, i.e., route of the best known results where \( s_j \) is inserted. Thus, \( T_{s_j} = p \times \text{duration}(r), s_j \in r, 0 < p \leq 1 \). Different percentage values will be tested.

Note that in a real scenario, the critical stops would be retrieved from the database storing the number of passengers on-board (please refer to Section 3).

### 6.2. Impact Analysis of Backup Provisioning and Local Search Procedures

In this section, we analyze the impact of planning vehicle routes with backup provisioning. Since the heuristic will run for many instances, having different service times, demands, etc., there might be different performances for different instances. For this reason, to analyze the impact of backup provisioning (BP), the following gap is analyzed:

\[
\text{Gap}_{BP}^i = \frac{\text{Distance}_{BP}^i - \text{Distance}_{NoBP}^i}{\text{Distance}_{NoBP}^i}
\]

where \( \text{Distance}_{BP}^i \) is the distance value obtained when backup is provided and \( \text{Distance}_{NoBP}^i \) is the distance value obtained if no backup is provided, considering a specific instance \( i \). Results shown in the following plots include the average of these gaps, over all analyzed instances.

Regarding the effectiveness of the local search (LS) procedures and also due to the fact that there will be many instances, the following gap is analyzed:

\[
\text{Gap}_{LS}^i = \frac{\text{Distance}_{NoLS}^i - \text{Distance}_{LS}^i}{\text{Distance}_{NoLS}^i}
\]

where \( \text{Distance}_{NoLS}^i \) is the distance value obtained when no local search procedures are used and \( \text{Distance}_{LS}^i \) is the distance value obtained after applying local search procedures, considering a specific instance \( i \). Results plotted in the following figures include the average of these gaps over all analyzed instances.

Figure 10 shows the increase on distance values, obtained by the heuristic, when backup is provided to a certain number of critical nodes. Tests were performed for different thresholds on backup arrival time (see Section 6.1 regarding assumptions on thresholds). Results show that the increase of the distance values gets higher as the number of critical stations increases, as expected, reaching \( \sim 15\% \) for four critical nodes, while for a single node, it reached \( \sim 2.5\% \). However, when the threshold gets looser, the gap between backup and no backup solutions reduces, whatever the number of critical nodes, as less route extensions are required for backup provisioning. This means that there is some cost (distance values increase) for backup provisioning, but thresholds can be adequately set to keep such a cost acceptable.

Please note that extra route duration in the case of backup provisioning also means serving more stops, meaning that this is not necessarily a disadvantage. In fact, stop weights can be used at the backup inclusion step in order to extend routes using stops with more visiting needs. Therefore, the right balance between threshold, influencing route extension and number of routes should be carefully planned in order to reduce the operational costs related with the number of route schedules and vehicles, while providing high quality service and customer satisfaction.
Figure 10. Increase on distance values, obtained by the heuristic, when backup is provided.

Regarding the improvement on distance values, when using local search procedures, Figure 11 shows the decrease on the distance values obtained when local search procedures are applied, assuming that backup is being provided to critical stops. As can be observed, local search procedures are very effective at reducing the overall route lengths by approximately 30%. When no backup is provided, the distance value reduction, which is independent of the number of critical stops and threshold, was also 30%.

It is also possible to conclude from Figure 11 that the optimal threshold value is around 10%. For tighter thresholds, the performance of local search procedures is not so good, but such a penalty is not high. For threshold values higher than 10%, the benefit of the local search procedure remains almost unchanged. Since tight thresholds lead to longer route extensions, while loose thresholds result in few or no route extensions, we can state that the insertion of just a few stations for route extension is enough to reach the best improvements. No station insertion means less flexibility when making exchange/relocation, while the insertion of too many stations results in longer routes, and exchange/relocation is not able to compensate such an increase.

Figure 11. Decrease on distance values, obtained by the heuristic, when local search procedures are applied. Backup is being provided.

Figure 12 shows the average of the ratios between the time it takes for a vehicle finishing its route somewhere in the neighborhood, and providing backup, to come to the critical station and...
the time it takes for a new vehicle to come from the depot, so that extra clients are accommodated. When looking into this plot, we can observe that backup provisioning times are always lower than the times associated with the routes that would be traversed if a new vehicle comes from the source. This happens for all threshold values and number of critical nodes. Therefore, the approach being proposed provides higher quality of service, regarding time for the backup vehicle to arrive, when the backup is required. Note also that a new schedule, vehicle and driver would be required when routes are not planned having backup provisioning in mind (extra vehicle coming from the source). If routes are planned with backup provisioning in mind (the proposed approach), there is no need for such a new schedule, extra vehicle and driver.

![Figure 12. Backup provisioning vs. vehicle from the depot time ratio. Local search procedures are incorporated.](image)

When observing this last plot, we can state that higher threshold values result in a more pronounced increase of ratio values because not only backup takes more time to arrive, but also routes become shorter. It is also possible to observe that since the threshold for a critical node is a percentage of the route duration, where the critical node is inserted, more critical nodes do not necessarily lead to a smoothing of the average values plotted, at least for lower threshold values. This would be the case if similar absolute thresholds were used for all critical nodes.

6.3. Quality of Heuristic Solutions

As previously mentioned, the mathematical formalization presented in Section 4.3 is too hard to solve for scenarios with many stops. The instances used in our evaluation, with 50 nodes, are impracticable for an optimizer (e.g., IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimizer) because solving the corresponding mathematical formalizations, to get optimal solutions, would take too long. Furthermore, reducing the number of nodes leads to unrealistic scenarios, may choke the operation of the algorithm and will not enable future comparison between algorithms, if researchers propose new approaches in the future. Another possibility would be to compare the heuristic results with the best known results, from other heuristics in the literature; however, the VRwBP problem is new, and no previous results exist.

The best way to evaluate the quality of the VRwBP heuristic is to compare its solutions with the results obtained for the multi-depot open vehicle routing problem (MDOVRP) described in [26] while assuming a large threshold for the arrival of backup to critical nodes because the MDOVRP does not incorporate backup provisioning. The authors in [26] also adapt the test data available in [25] to the MDOVRP, but our assumptions must be different because in our VRwBP, we have critical nodes, mandatory stops and thresholds. This evaluation allows us to see if the neighborhood formation
approach and local search procedures perform well. The heuristic effectiveness is evaluated using the following gap:

\[ Gap_i^{BP2BK} = \frac{Distance_i^{BP} - Distance_i^{BK}}{Distance_i^{BK}} \] (14)

where \( Distance_i^{BK} \) is the MDOVRP best known distance result available for instance \( i \) and \( Distance_i^{BP} \) is the distance value obtained by the VRwBP heuristic for instance \( i \).

As previously mentioned, the comparison between the VRwBP heuristic and the MDOVRP best known results, \( Gap_i^{BP2BK} \), consider a very large threshold value, or infinite, meaning that routes have no need to be extended for backup provisioning. Therefore, result values remain the same when the number of critical nodes changes. The average result value obtained for the gaps was 2.3%. Therefore, we can state that our heuristic results are close to the MDOVRP best known results, only 2.3% higher, when a very large threshold is assumed. This means that the neighborhood formation approach and local search procedures are effective. This slight increase might be caused by the existence of mandatory stops in VRwBP, not considered in MDOVRP.

6.4. Overall Perception

From the previous analysis, the overall perception is that planning routes with backup provisioning can allow fast response to overload while reducing costs because of the following:

- Backup provisioning allows fast response to overload and reduces waiting times for customers;
- Extension of routes to incorporate a backup can be done while serving stops with more needs;
- Backup provisioning avoids more schedules/vehicles/drivers, reducing costs;
- The extra traversal by a vehicle providing backup is only done in case of need, namely when sensors detect overcrowding in a critical stop. This is a flexible and cost-effective solution for transportation network enhancement.

7. Conclusions

In this article, a vehicle routing with backup provisioning approach is proposed for sustainable urban mobility with efficient use of resources. Besides formalizing mathematically the problem, a heuristic is proposed that allows solutions to be obtained more quickly. The vehicle routing with backup provisioning approach is able to provide higher quality of service, regarding time for the backup vehicle to arrive, and it avoids new schedules/vehicles/drivers for backup provisioning. Although routes become longer, to ensure backup, thresholds on time for backup to arrive can be adequately set to keep such distances acceptable. However, since more stops are being served, the increase of routes should not be seen just as a penalty. Regarding the neighborhood formation approach and local search procedures, incorporated in the heuristic, these have proven to be effective. Route distances reduced by approximately 30%. In summary, the overall perception is that the proposed heuristic is able to effectively solve the vehicle routing with backup provisioning problem under consideration. As future work, we expect to study fleet planning considering vehicles of different sizes.
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